20
 AN EXAMPLE OF HUMAN GEOGRAPHY
made so that it can be worn with the wool in or out according to the
weather. The women wear head coverings of cotton cloth from Russia.
They wind long embroidered strips into head-dresses a foot high. Both
men and women keep their hands warm and dry by means of sleeves that
extend a foot or so below the hands. It is amusing to watch them throw
back their sleeves when they eat, or begin to work. The necessity of sell-
ing animals to obtain cloth for clothing is one of the chief reasons for what
little commerce there is among the Khirghiz.
The Movable Homes of the Nomads. People who frequently migrate
must use a shelter that can readily be taken down, packed on animals, and
set up in a new site. A tent is admirably adapted to such purposes. The
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A—Khirghiz Women Erecting a Felt Tent on the Tien Shan Plateau.   Such tents are used
north of the great central mountains that extend from northern Persia to central China.
tent of the Khirghiz is round and covered with a thick felt made from the
wool of their sheep (A20). A folding lattice fence of willow forms a circle
twelve to fifteen feet in diameter. From the top of this, light poles con-
verge upward toward a large circular opening. Over the framework thus
formed the felts are smoothly stretched, and are most effective in keeping
out cold, rain, and wind.
The Tools of Pastoral Nomads. The heading "tools" on page 4 includes
not only ordinary tools, but also all kinds of implements, utensils, and
even machines—in fact everything that people make in order to help
themselves in some occupation, or art, or in transportation and communi-
cation. Since all of a family's goods are carried on the backs of animals
every few weeks, special kinds of utensils are needed. Earthenware dishes

